Match the first part of the sentence with a second part to make a sentence that rhymes.

**First Part**

1) The cat sat ________________________________
2) The can is _________________________________
3) Tap on _________________________________
4) The snack is ______________________________
5) He bit __________________________________
6) The big pig ______________________________
7) The thin pin _____________________________
8) She can kick _____________________________
9) Hop on top ______________________________
10) Bob can pick _____________________________
11) There is a rock __________________________
12) Their hut ________________________________
13) There is a bug __________________________
14) I like to run _____________________________

**Second Part**

- corn on the cob
- on the mat
- the pit
- can now be shut
- in the van
- in the mat
- on the rug
- had a wig
- in the sun for fun
- the thick brick
- in my sock
- can spin
- of the mop
- the map